The increase of the life quality for patients who had a cerebrovascular accident by using the MBT physiotherapy device
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ABSTRACT The cerebrovascular accident is a major health issue, with medical and economic consequences upon the society. The cerebrovascular accident determines the sensorial and motor impairment, the speech and postural control impairment. Some patients who had a cerebrovascular accident may have difficulties in the response to the postural perturbations. Some patients who had a cerebrovascular accident may have difficulties in the response to the postural perturbations. The recovery of the postural control and of the balance depends on the quality of the motor action in order to use the ADL and to ensure the social and professional reintegration of the patients. That is why the postural control is essential in the recovery of the patients who had a cerebrovascular accident. The current study aims at the possibilities to regain the postural control for the patients with motor deficit by an individual program of recovery sessions. The current trial aimed at finding the way in which it is possible to influence the quality of life for the patients who had a cerebrovascular accident by using the MBT physiotherapy device. The use of the MBT physiotherapy devices in the recovery programme of the postural control after the cerebrovascular accident involves the need to set up an individualized programme of kinetic therapy. According to the established deficiency, namely the average one and the slight one, the recovery programme would need the introduction of techniques and methods whose effect is to reeducate the postural function. This can be done more easily if the recovery is initiated by using the MBT physiotherapy device that can intervene in the functional recovery which corresponds to each recovery stage.
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Introduction

The cerebrovascular accident is a major health issue, with medical and economic consequences upon the society. The 35-65-year-old patients are affected the most frequently whereas the European statistics show an annual incidence of 300 new cases/100,000 inhabitants. Almost one fourth of the patients who had a cerebrovascular accident die during the first 30 days and approximately 50 % die during the first 6 months. The survivors have an increased risk in order to develop a new cerebrovascular accident stroke whereas the recovery takes months.

The risk factors involved in the causes of a cerebrovascular accident and that may be modified are: the high blood pressure, the diabetes mellitus, the hypercholesterolemia, the heart conditions (the atrial fibrillation, the valvular conditions and the cardiomyopathy), smoking, the sedentary behaviour, the obesity and the drug consumption. The risk factors that may not be modified are: the age, the human race, the genetic predisposition and the gender.

The cerebrovascular accident determines the sensorial and motor impairment, the speech and postural control impairment.[1] The postural control involves the activity of several cerebral parts, being the result of the interaction among the body systems that contribute to the control of the temporal and spatial orientation as well as the control of the balance. [1, 2, 3] That is why the control posture at all times is a basic condition for the stability, for the daily activities (the ADL) and the initiation of the voluntary
movements. [4, 5, 6] The cerebral lesions may determine a perturbation in the postural control according to the sizes and the location of the lesion, the age and the comorbidities of the patient. [7,8,9]

The cerebral lesions may determine a perturbation in the postural control according to the sizes and the location of the lesion, the age and the comorbidities of the patient. [7,8,9]

The most frequent used fundamental positions after the cerebrovascular accident are when the patients lie down, sit down and standing up. The latter allow the evaluation of the patients, the recovery and subsequently, the transfer to / from the bed, the ability to sit down on the chair/to stand up from the chair as well as the ability to maintain the orthostatism without any support. [8]

According to the statistics, a week after the cerebrovascular accident, approximately 40% of the patients cannot make the transfer. Subsequently, a month later, only 60-70% of the patients make this transfer by their own, 20-25% by support but 10-15% cannot make it.

The independence of the patients who had a cerebrovascular accident means the ability to regain the position by sitting down on their own. [10,11,12] Some patients who had a cerebrovascular accident may have difficulties in the response to the postural perturbations. [13] The spasticity may influence the dynamic postural stability and the coordination between the poster and the movements. [14,15,16,17]

The muscular force at the level of the sick lower limb can make the patients who had a cerebrovascular accident to lack balance while they sit down, having importance in the reeducation of the static and dynamic balance. [17,18,19]

The cerebrovascular accident is associated to the alteration of the static and dynamic balance in the orthostatism, to the ability to walk and to sit down. There occurs the modification of the balance between the agonist musculature and the antagonist one in the chain of the cinematic chains, especially the balance of the lower limbs, with the alteration of the mechanisms of sensitive and motor integration, by influencing the functions of control – coordination – balance and implicitly the postural control. [20]

Two hypotheses related to the postural control were stated. [21]

According to the reflex – hierarchic theory, the posture and the balance are influenced by independent sensorial systems. Thus, there are progressive modifications from the early spinal reflexes to the complex reactions due to the cortical response. [1]

According to the reflex – hierarchic theory, the posture and the balance are influenced by independent sensorial systems. Thus, there are progressive modifications from the early spinal reflexes to the complex reactions due to the cortical response. [1]

The second theory, namely the theory of the systems, suggests that the interaction among persons, the purpose of the movement and the environment result in the postural control. The latter involves the postural control of the body in space, namely the interaction between the myo-arthrokinetic system and the neural one. [22]

The second theory, namely the theory of the systems, suggests that the interaction among persons, the purpose of the movement and the environment result in the postural control. The latter involves the postural control of the body in space, namely the interaction between the myo-arthrokinetic system and the neural one. [22]

The recovery of the postural control and of the balance depends on the quality of the motor action in order to use the ADL and to ensure the social and professional reintegration of the patients. That is why the postural control is essential in the recovery of the patients who had a cerebrovascular accident. There are trials by which the MBT physiotherapy device intervenes in the ability to gain the postural balance and to improve it for different pathologies. The current study aims at the possibilities to regain the postural control for the patients with motor deficit by an individual program of recovery sessions. The balance and the stability also involve the coordination.

- The muscular control is the result occurred from an activated group of motor units belonging to the muscles involved in the motor activity.

- The coordination is the resulted of the activated contraction schemes for several muscles (a minimal number of muscles involved in the performance of a movement). The balance is maintained by the postural reflexes that are triggered by the sensorial systems (the visual one and the vestibular one) and by the receptors (the proprioceptor and the exteroreceptors). [23]

The balance control is provided by the nervous system that processes the
information and the neural-muscular-osteo-joint systems that deal with the movement in order to maintain the balance. Under normal circumstances, the balance is automatically achieved as a consequence of the interaction among the specialized systems. The pathologic cases need the conscious action that may remove the abnormal sensations. The vestibular and ocular reflex has an important role in maintaining the posture, especially when it has been noticed that a simple blinking may determine an anterior/posterior movement of the trunk. After analyzing the cinematics of the trunk and of the abdomen in the vertical posture on different postures, with open/shut eyes, the normal patients were recorded to have increased the number of their movements at these levels while their eyes were shut. [24] Another important reflex is the vestibular – spinal one that controls the stability and the posture, especially during the movement. It is also known that the tonus of the extensors is enabled on the side of the inclined head whereas the tonus of the flexors is enabled on the opposite side. [24] That is why the integrity of the SNC is important in order to process the information received from the sensorial systems and to emit signals for the performing component, namely the skeleton muscles. The postural orientation and the stability are very important in the postural control. The postural orientation is the ability to support the body segments among them and to support the body in the environment in order to carry out the motor activity. [16, 25, 26] The steady orthostatic position of the body is necessary for the development of the functional tasks. This is the result of the interaction among the sensorial system, the vestibular one and the motor one. [16, 27, 28] The postural stability is determined by the steady balance when the myo-arthrokinetic system intervenes and it imposes the patients to keep the projection of the weight centre inside the support basis. [29] The steady stability is a dynamic process that involves the ability to stabilize and to destabilize the action forces. Under each leg at rest there are points of the pressure centre but the main pressure centre is in the middle of the support basis. In order to keep a steady position, it is possible to react by moving the weight centre or by increasing the support basis. [30] The postural orientation is more important than the stability. [31] Objectives The current trial aimed at:

- analyzing the efficiency of the recovery programme by kinetic therapy, namely of the postural control for the patients who were diagnosed with a cerebrovascular accident;
- making in stages the recovery programme of the postural control for the patients who had a cerebrovascular accident;
- planning and adapting the recovery programme of the postural control for the patients who had a cerebrovascular accident by using the MBT physiotherapy device;
- finding the way in which it is possible to influence the quality of life for the patients who had a cerebrovascular accident by using the MBT physiotherapy device;

The use of the MBT physiotherapy devices in the recovery programme of the postural control after the cerebrovascular accident involves the need to set up an individualized programme of kinetic therapy. The recovery of the walk and of the balance is important for the patients who had a cerebrovascular accident;

The calculation of the statistic parameters was used for the statistic analysis and interpretation: the arithmetic average, the standard average deviation, the variability coefficient and the Pearson correlation coefficient.
Material and method
The trial aimed at determining the particular features of the recovery programme and at evaluating the severity of the postural balance difficulties for the patients who had a cerebrovascular accident. Several scales were used for the clinical and functional evaluation for the patients who had a cerebrovascular accident.
- the evaluation of the muscular force in order to analyse the motor deficit by using the Medical Research Council scale [32, 33, 34]
- the modified Ashworth scale in order to evaluate the muscular tonus (spasticity). [35]
- the Berg scale for the evaluation of the balance [36]
- the Quality of Life Scale (QOLS) for the evaluation of the life quality

The MBT physiotherapy devices determines instability during the walk in the anterior and posterior side and in the median and lateral side, contributing to the tonification of the musculature that stabilizes the anterior and lateral muscles of the shin, to the increase of the joint mobility, especially on the dorsal flexion and the tonified posterior musculature of the shin.

The physical exercise programme enables the functional recovery and also the development of the social professional psychical and communicative functions.

The stages of the recovery programme involve:
- the development of the basic physical qualities;
- the use of the adequate motor skills
- the development of the myoarthrokinetic sense;
- the provision of the self-control ability in order to avoid accidents;
- the steady correct apposition of the body;
- the provision of making an individual programme

THE TRIAL was made for a group of 98 patients out of which 60 men and 38 women. The average age was 57.6 +/- 7.8 years.

Graph no. 1 The distribution of the trial group according to the gender

After evaluating the neurological signs, it was possible to notice the presence of the spasticity in 37 patients (37.7%) and the presence of sensitivity modifications in 25 patients (25.5%).

The degree of the motor deficit was quantified by using the Medical Research Council scale (MRC). After the evaluation, the patients were divided into two groups: 37 patients (37.75%) got F4 whereas 61 patients (62.24%) got F3.

Graph no. 2 The distribution of the trial group according to the muscular force

By taking into consideration that the aspects presented above, it is possible to state that there should be classical kinetic therapy made in the acute period by using enabling techniques, the Bobath method and the Kabat method. Another used scale was the PASS scale for the evaluation of the balance. There was a group of 56 patients who had a slight deficit of balance and who were evaluated three weeks after the beginning of the cerebrovascular accident, then 8 weeks after and 12 weeks after. The results of the evaluation pointed out a score of 2-4 points.
(out of 36) four weeks later, then 12-22 points (out of 36) eight weeks later and finally 25-31 points (out of 36) twelve weeks later. Table no.3 The distribution of the patients in the trial group according to the muscular force

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deficiency/weeks</th>
<th>Slight deficiency (points)</th>
<th>Average deficiency (points)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 weeks</td>
<td>2 points - 4 points</td>
<td>14 points - 17 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 weeks</td>
<td>12 points - 22 points</td>
<td>18 points - 23 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 weeks</td>
<td>25 points - 31 points</td>
<td>24 points - 30 points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A group made up of 42 patients with average balance deficiency was evaluated at the same time interval whereas the obtained results pointed 14-17 points (out of 36) four weeks later, 18-23 points (out of 36) eight weeks later and 24-30 points (out of 36) twelve weeks later.

The increase quality of the life quality was evaluated with the help of the QOL scale whereas the results are presented in Table no.4 and in the Graph no.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistical elements</th>
<th>QOL FINAL</th>
<th>QOL CONTROL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MEDIANA</td>
<td>0.5704</td>
<td>0.846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.0654</td>
<td>0.0901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student t-test</td>
<td>0.0224</td>
<td>0.0206</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After analyzing the dynamic recovery of the postural balance and of the stability, we can assert the practical efficiency of the used means in the functional recovery of the body posture especially from the spatial point of view and the importance of creating physiological mechanisms that could help to regain the motor skills.

According to the established deficiency, namely the average one and the slight one, the recovery programme would need the introduction of techniques and methods whose effect is to reeducate the postural function.

This can be done more easily if the recovery is initiated by using the MBT physiotherapy device that can intervene in the functional recovery which corresponds to each recovery stage.

**Conclusions**

The physical exercises program will be applied according to the possibility to request the analyzers (the exteroceptors), the position and the posture of the body during the activities, the ability to involve the body segments while carrying out the recovery program.

The stages of the recovery program for the creation of the motor skills depends on the verbal orders, the practical presentation of the elements that have to be made up, the division into stages and structures.

This is aimed at learning correctly and recovering the necessary in keeping the posture, the balance and the coordination of the movements.
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